Library Focus on Joint Commission Resources

Are you ready for TJC? The CRDAMC Medical Library can help with books, journals and electronic resources from the Joint Commission and other publishers.

Our book and journal titles from the Joint Commission include:

- Briefings on the Joint Commission (1941-5877) 03/01/2001 to present in HCProPublications
- Joint Commission journal on quality and patient safety (1553-7250) from 2005 to present in IngentaConnect
- Joint Commission journal on quality improvement (1070-3241) 1993 – present in local holdings
- Joint Commission perspectives (1044-4017) 1988 – present in local holdings, 2000 to present in IngentaConnect
- Joint Commission, the source (1542-8672) 2003 to present in IngentaConnect

The Library offers a wide variety of other resources that you may find helpful as you prepare for TJC.

For communication:

Error avoidance:

Contact the CRDAMC Medical Library for a bibliography of select Joint Commission Resources
**Comparison of Mosby’s Nursing Skills and Procedures Consult**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Demo</th>
<th>Quick Reference</th>
<th>Full Details</th>
<th>Checklist</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing Skills</td>
<td>Animation, 25 steps, time not specified, step by step text of audio.</td>
<td>31 numbered points with references, revision and review dates. Two pages.</td>
<td>Includes overview, link to supplies list, patient and family education information, assessment and preparation, procedure details, monitoring and care, expected outcomes, documentation, 31 references and a list of suggested additional readings</td>
<td>Supply list, Competency assessment checklist.</td>
<td>Enlargable illustrations Self-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures Consult</td>
<td>Video with CGI overlays, 3:26 minutes</td>
<td>Pre-procedure Procedure Post-Procedure, two pages</td>
<td>Prints to 4 pages, illustrated with photographs and line drawings, 9 references with links to PubMed. Review date.</td>
<td>Bulleted procedure checklist, bulleted universal protocol checklist.</td>
<td>Log in to use testing feature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Personnel of the CRDAMC Hospital Education Department have administrative access for Mosby’s Nursing Skills and can assist with issues like password resets. All features of Procedures Consult can be used without logging in except testing. To use the test feature of Procedures Consult, please contact the library to be added as a user.

The CRDAMC Simulation Center is a jewel among CRDAMC’s educational resources. If you have followed the Library and Simulation Center’s joint newsletter, you may already know about some of the Sim Center’s resources:

- SimMan (burns)
- PhysioControl defibrillators and practice crash cart
- Laerdal MegaCode Kid, Blue Phantom Central Line Trainer
- Lumbar Puncture and Epidural Model, Vitamedix Ultrasound
- Infant Auscultation Trainer, Arthrocentesis Trainer
- GI and Bronchoscopy Simulator
- Pediatric Needle Insertion Simulators
- Mobile Obstetrics Emergency Simulation

In addition to great equipment, the CRDAMC Simulation Center boasts a skilled and dedicated staff that will spare no effort to make your simulation training event successful. Using the lumbar puncture procedure as an example, a supervisor or designated trainer might use Nursing Skills or Procedures Consult to prepare his or her trainees before going to the Simulation Center for a hands-on experience. According to the Simulation Center Administrator, many simulations can be arranged with a 48-72 hour lead-time, but users are encouraged to make their arrangements in advance to ensure that the Sim Center is available at their desired time. Contact the Simulation Center at 254-553-2070 for scheduling your next event.

### New Library Email Address, Catalog

March was a month of technological transitions for the CRDAMC Medical Library. We migrated to the DoD enterprise email, migrated to a new PC operating system and changed integrated library systems (ILS) software.

Our new email address is [usarmy.hood.medcom-crdamc.mbx.library-web@mail.mil](mailto:usarmy.hood.medcom-crdamc.mbx.library-web@mail.mil). Although our IT professionals forwarded inaccessible messages for us and recovered others, we may have missed some email during the system changeover. If your message went unanswered, please contact us again. We want to hear from you.

The new ILS includes the online catalog. The new catalog interface can be found at the same place as the old one. It is linked on the Library’s home page. If you wish to bookmark it, the link [www.crdamclib.worldcat.org](http://www.crdamclib.worldcat.org). Electronic book links did not migrate uniformly from the old system to the new. We are manually verifying the links for over 500 titles to ensure or restore accessibility through the catalog, but we want to make your favorite titles a priority. If the link to your favorite ebook broke or disappeared from the catalog, please let us know and we will fix that title ASAP. In the meanwhile, all ebooks are still accessible via their respective collections. From the Library’s Online Resources page, you can find them through the links for Ebrary, EBSCO, MyILibrary, MDConsult, Nursing Consult and STAT!Ref.

### DSM Library/PsychiatryOnline Update:

The DSM V will be released in May 2013. According to the publisher, it will be added to the PsychiatryOnline in the fall. You didn’t know we have PsychiatryOnline and the DSM Library? It’s available to you via the Library’s Online Resources page. Our site license includes 4 journals and ten textbooks from American Psychiatric Publishing, the DSM Library which includes the DSM-IV-TR, DSM-IV-TR Handbook of Differential Diagnosis, DSM-IV-TR Casebook and Treatment Companion to the DSM-IV-TR Casebook, Symptom Index and DSM Archives.

For an overview of behavioral health electronic resources, contact the library staff. Our trifold brochure outlines the databases provided by the AMEDD Virtual Library and the CRDAMC Medical Library. The brochure covers resources from the American Psychological Association, Social Services Abstracts and more.
Every year CRDAMC Emergency Medicine Residents undergo rigorous pre-examinations before participating in oral boards given by the American Board of Emergency Medicine.

To maximize success the Emergency Medicine Program conducts a combination of events to develop competencies consisting of:

- Grand rounds
- Reading assignments
- Mock boards
- Practice examinations
- Simulations

The CRDAMC Simulation Center is able to create a safe controlled patient care environment where competencies can be practiced to reinforce learning objectives. With advanced notice we offer training coordinators the ability to design scenarios that are based on their training objectives. Tasks performed in the Simulation Center can be recorded and reviewed in a classroom setting for assessment of individual or team efficiencies. Contact the Simulation Center to accommodate your next training or quality improvement event.

“Trained, Competent and Ready”
Procedural skills could diminish over time if not used in the patient care setting. Just In Time Training allows users to refresh those skills or learn new skills under the observation of a subject matter expert.

The Simulation Center maintains 54 simulation products that cover multi-disciplinary skill sets ranging from advanced clinical procedures to minor surgical procedures. Whether training new staff or developing improvements in patient care tasks, the Sim Lab is ready to help. Please refer to our website at: http://www.crdamc.amedd.army.mil/med-ed/sim-lab.aspx for a complete listing of simulators available or visit the Simulation Center for a tour.

Contact the Simulation Lab at 254-553-2070 for scheduling your next event.

“In Trained, Competent and Ready”